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ABSTRACT
As the core of virtually all vocal and instrumental composition in the Baroque
music, the basso continuo group had an extremely important role in the sacred cantatas
by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). During the Baroque period, the choice of
instruments was sometimes indicated by the composer, but frequently the performers had
to determine which instruments were most appropriate for the particular environment and
context of the music.
When performing the sacred cantatas of J.S. Bach, the conductor must identify
and make decisions regarding the choices and combinations of instruments for both
figured and sustained continuo part. In some cases the conductor may even consider
changing continuo instrument(s), movement by movement, in a cantata in which a
significant shift occurs in the texture, orchestration, or dramatic function of singer’s line.
Since Bach’s cantatas are an encyclopedia of Baroque musical style, and models of
compositional techniques of the time, understanding the cantatas is a practical and
effective way to gain understanding regarding his other compositions. These cantatas
also present musical challenges and rewards to choirs and orchestras.
In an attempt to achieve a greater understanding and establish guidelines, I will
examine and propose six principles and parameters regarding choices and combinations
of basso continuo instruments and obbligato instruments, examining a variety of
movement types from six different sacred cantatas of J.S. Bach ; Christ lag in
Todesbanden, BWV 4; Ich hatte viel bekümmernis, BWV 21; Halt im Gedächtnis Jesum
Christ, BWV 67; Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericct mit deinem Knecht, BWV 105; Wachet auf,
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ruft uns die Stimme, BWV 140, and Erschallet, ihr Lieder, BWV 172.
This study will include:
1) A critical review of performance practice and historical evidence regarding the
basso continuo part in Bach’s sacred cantatas
2) Using “4 TAV System: Six Parameters” performance considerations and
suggestions for instrument choices in basso continuo group for chorus, solo,
recitative, and chorale movements in the selected cantatas
3) Examinations and suggestions of several possible choices and combinations of
basso continuo instruments
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout my study of choral music, I have been fascinated by the cantatas of
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), not only for the brilliant presentation of harmonic,
structural, and melodic materials in the cantatas, but also for the ways he expresses his
faith with his music. Ludwig van Beethoven proclaimed “Not Bach, but ‘Meer’ should
be his name!"1 Bach’s cantata output indicates that he composed five complete
Jahrgänge, which are yearly liturgical cycles of fifty-nine cantatas following the
Lutheran liturgical calendar. About two-fifths of the original 295 cantatas are lost.
Wolfgang Schmieder (1901-1990)2 counts 224 extant cantatas. Contributing to the loss of
of so many cantatas may be the fact that only one of Bach's cantatas was published
during his life: Gott ist mein König, BWV 71. His cantatas are central monuments of his
his entire compositional achievement of his musical style, and an encyclopedia of
compositional techniques of his time.
In the Baroque period composers often arranged music for whatever
instrumentalists happened to be available for a specific performance. This creates
challenges and potential dilemmas for modern performance of Baroque music. Modern
conductors and musicologists have debated decisions regarding the use of instruments in
the choral music of the Baroque, especially in the continuo group. Mary Cyr notes in
Performing Baroque Music:
The choice of instruments was sometimes indicated by the composer, but frequently
the performers had to determine which instruments were most appropriate for the
1
2

In German, the word “Bach” means stream and “Meer” translates as ocean.
The creator of the BWV number system who cataloged Bach’s works.
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particular environment and musical forces involved. . . Thus when performing
baroque music, one should attempt to identify both the number and type of
instruments for the basso continuo from the part provided by the composer.3

As the term suggests, the basso continuo part is played continuously throughout
piece. Baroque composers wrote continuo music with a conventional shorthand notation
that used numbers, called figures, written above or below the bass line. The composers
often did not indicate their choice of instruments for basso continuo, but today’s
performers frequently need to determine which instruments are most appropriate. Since
the term “continuo” often includes a group of instruments, various combinations are
possible.
In general performance practice for continuo parts are to be played by at least two
different kinds of instrument(s); one provides harmonic support, realizing the figured
part, and another plays the given single bass line. A conductor must choose and match at
least two instruments for the continuo line, considering many factors, not simply relying
on modern performing scores. It is necessary to consider which instrument(s) should
play the figured continuo line is when combined with unfigured or sustaining continuo
instrument(s). Furthermore, the conductor must determine the manner in which
instruments realize the harmonic language. Choices of instruments for harmonic support
include organ, harpsichord, plucked instruments such as lute, or a combination of these
instruments. Mary Cyr offers a summary of Laurence Dreyfus’s opinion about scores
with both organ and harpsichord notation:
A recent reexamination of the evidence by Laurence Dreyfus points toward a
3

Mary Cyr, Performing Baroque Music (Portland, Oregon: Amadeus Press, 1992), 71.
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solution to this perplexing problem. He concludes that Bach used a system of dual
accompaniment, in which the cantatas performed in the Thomas-Kirche and NikolaiKirche in Leipzig (1723-1750) were accompanied by the harpsichord . . in both large
and small works. There is considerable evidence that both harpsichord and organ
realized the continuo usually joined by a cello, bassoon, and sometimes a violone.4
Mendelssohn’s performance of St. Matthew Passion in 1829 marked a public revival
of Bach’s music since his death. It was a significant discovery of neglected music.
Subsequently the performance raised many issues about performance practice and style.
The ambiguity of the basso continuo forces in Bach’s works stems from the fact that the
tradition of the basso continuo did not transfer directly to our generation from Bach. In
other words, musicians who lived in Bach’s time knew the conventions and style, even
though these elements of performance practice were not written into the score. Bach’s
cantatas are particularly challenging in this respect. Since they were originally performed
under Bach’s direction, it was not necessary for him to notate all instructions on the score
and parts.
Many modern performing materials, unfortunately, present limited indications
especially in the basso continuo part. For modern performances, conductors must
identify both the number and type of instruments for the basso continuo part, often from
modern performing sources with very limited indications. Continuo parts of some
movements in the cantatas of J.S. Bach specify certain instruments, but are simply
indicated as “continuo” or have no indications. (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) Conductors
using these modern performing materials should attempt to identify both the number of
and type of instruments for the basso continuo part and should find an appropriate

4

Mary Cyr, 74.
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manner for realizing the part. In constructing a continuo complement, conductors need to
choose two types of instruments. One group provides harmony, realizing the harmonic
structure indicated on the bass line, based on the composer’s figured bass markings.
Another group simultaneously plays the single melodic bass line.
Even though the Bach-Gesamtausgabe (BGA)5 and Neue Bach-Ausgabe (NBA)6 are
accepted as the two most authentic and scholarly editions for Bach’s music, the
information in the continuo parts is limited and, at times, conflicting about instrument
choices for the continuo part. Continuo parts in most cantatas in the BGA are indicated
simply as “continuo” with no further suggestion and no indication of instrumentation.
Generally the NBA gives more indications, but not a lot of detail about either. (see Figure
1 and Figure 2) These two editions, Bach-Gesamtausgabe (BGA) and Neue BachAusgabe (NBA) are regarded as the most reliable and scholarly musical sources of Bach’s
cantatas, however, most indications of specified continuo instruments are marked by
editors and not by Bach himself. It would not be appropriate to depend entirely on
editorial choices. A more critical and creative approach is preferable, one that
incorporates an examination of performance practice of the time.

5

Johann Sebastian Bach, Werke. Edited by the Bach-Gesellschaft. Leipzig, Breitkopf and
Härtel, 1851-1899. Supplement 1931. Reprinted in 1947 (Ann Arbor). Also known as BGA (=
Bach-Gesamtausgabe) or ABA (= Alte Bach Ausgabe).
6
Johann Sebastian Bach, Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke. Edited by the Johann
Sebastian Bach Institut at Göttingen and the Bach-Archiv at Leipzig. Kassel, Basel, Leipzig,
1954-. Also known as NBA (= Neue Bach Ausgabe).
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Figure 1, Continuo Indication in BGA, Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit deinem
Knecht, BWV 105, no.1, mm. 1-5

Figure 2, Continuo Indication in NBA, Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit deinem
knecht, BWV 105, no.1, mm. 1-2
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Beginning in the 1950s, the Neue Bach Ausgabe (NBA) launched the ongoing
process of publishing Bach’s complete works with increased scholarly findings not
available in the old Bach-Gesamtausgabe (BGA) from the previous century. Around this
time, in the mid 20th century further valuable research was conducted and applied in
recordings and performances. It was during this period that performances began to bear
the terms "authentic" or "on period instruments.” Authentic performance questions have
been posed: to what extent is a reconstruction of the original conditions of music
possible, and to what degree is it desirable?
From the early 1970s, many musicologists have used, instead, the term
“historically informed performance.” This term highlights presumed intentions of
composers, combining modern scholarship about original performance practice with
available musical resources. Such performances may differ from original performances
but are valuable, since the decisions about them are supported by principles from
historically informed scholarship. To achieve a better understanding of scholarship on
this issue, in the second chapter I will summarize and review the main stream of
distinguished scholarship in continuo performance practice of Bach’s sacred cantatas.
In this study I will examine a variety of movement types from six different sacred
cantatas of J.S. Bach : Christ lag in Todesbanden, BWV 4; Ich hatte viel bekümmernis,
BWV 21; Halt im Gedächtnis Jesum Christ, BWV 67; Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericct mit
deinem Knecht, BWV 105; Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme, BWV 140; and Erschallet,
ihr Lieder, BWV 172. By examining these cantatas, we may gain insight into Bach’s
intentions, which surely were influenced by the circumstances of different factors in his
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life, including choirs, orchestras, organs, and churches.
In the Forward of Charles Sanford Terry’s book Bach’s Orchestra, Thurston Dart
states: “Bach’s music will be best served, first, by discovering his intentions, and then by
obeying them as scrupulously as circumstances permit.”7 It is my contention that the
choice of continuo instruments can be based upon observable principles gleaned from a
comparison of the choices Bach made in the cantatas that he reworked or that he
performed at least twice during his lifetime. This is the reason why I have included three
three cantatas in this study which Bach either reworked or performed more than once
during his life time.8 These cantatas are: Christ lag in Todesbanden, BWV 4; Ich hatte
viel bekümmernis, BWV 21; and Erschallet, ihr Lieder, BWV 172. By examining his
decisions in the context of the three cantatas which were performed more than once or
reworked during his lifetime, a conductor may make more specific and educated
justifications about the reasons and fundamental principles employed regarding his
scoring of instruments for continuo and obbligato parts. In addition to choosing continuo
continuo instruments, the conductor must decide how to combine instruments.
Conductors may change the combination of instruments or the style in which those
instruments play from cantata to cantata, movement to movement, or even within a single
movement. What determining factors may influence such decisions? These are the main
main issues on which I will provide six parameters and principles in this study.
The six factors are text, timber, texture, taste, availability, and voicing, which I will
refer to as “4 TAV System: Six Parameters.” (see Table 1) In the third chapter I will use
7

Charles Sanford Terry, Bach’s Orchestra (London: Oxford University Press; H.
Milford, 1932), 12-13.
8
see Table 2.
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these six factors as parameters and principals to choose and combine instruments for
continuo group. Such a process provides a modern conductor historically informed and
reasonable approach to the choice of instruments in the continuo group in Bach’s sacred
cantatas.

Parameters

Description

1

Text

Meaning, Mood

2

Timber

Timber Combination, Tone Quality, Color

3

Texture

Rhythm, Orchestration, Musical Context, Sound

4

Taste

Composer’s change of musical taste

5

Availability

Musician, Instrument, Finance

6

Voicing

Vocal, Instrumental

Table 1, 4 TAV System: Six Parameters
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CHAPTER II.
MAIN STREAM OF SCHOLARSHIP
A. Figured Continuo Instruments
Instruments capable of producing chords including, but not limited to,
harpsichord, organ, and lute, can realize the figured continuo part. The essence of the
issue in Bach’s music is the decision of harpsichord or organ, versus harpsichord and
organ. If performers choose both instruments, should they be used simultaneously
throughout the piece or alternate, movement by movement? In general, in Bach’s church
music, whether or not the harpsichord was included occasionally in addition to or instead
of the organ, the organ held central importance as the continuo keyboard instrument. As
early as the 1860s, Robert Franz (1815-1892) published a set of modernized practical
arrangements of Bach’s vocal works based on his own experience of performances. His
arrangements are considered overly romanticized, since it freely alters the original
instrumentation to fit the tastes of his time. Although not a truly significant achievement
in Bach scholarship, it did shed new light on these issues.
Many scholars immediately criticized Robert Franz’s practice. Heinrich
Bellermann (1832-1903) wrote a series of articles in the journal Allgemeine Musikalische
Zeitung in 1872, arguing that Bach used the organ only in tutti sections of large-scale
movements while he used the harpsichord everywhere else. This approach stemmed from
from Friedrich Chrysander’s (1826-1901)9 opinion regarding Handel’s work, that one
should employ an alternation of continuo accompaniments. Bellermann believed that
9

Friedrich Chrysander,: In 1856 he was co-founder of Handel-Gesellschaft and editor of
Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung (1868-71, 1875-82). He edited works Bach, Corelli, and
Carissimi.
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performance practice for Handel’s works applied to Bach’s, as well. His concept,
however, has proven to be an over-simplified approach. Even though Handel and Bach
were contemporaries, they had completely different musical environments and
circumstances.
Philip Spitta (1841-1894), one of the earliest modern Bach scholars, published
Bach’s biography in 1873. He corrected Bellermann’s misleading ideas on the practice of
Bach’s church music. Spitta concluded that organ accompaniment was a constant in
Bach’s sacred works. His analysis, however, seems to go too far. He claims that the
organ is the main keyboard instrument for sacred music, even though he knew there were
existing manuscript sources for harpsichord. Spitta, however, rescued himself from selfcontradiction by arguing that the harpsichord part was used for rehearsal only. I believe
this is not a strong enough explanation for the existing harpsichord parts. Most rehearsals
were directed by Bach himself or his pupils, who would have been able to play the
harpsichord and to rehearse from the organ parts or other materials, including the vocal
parts. Bach and his pupils would not create harpsichord parts just for rehearsal purposes,
especially since most of Bach’s cantatas were written and performed within very short
time frames, usually within one week.
Max Seiffert (1868-1948) provided influential insight to this debate. According
to his article10 in 1904, using harpsichord and organ alternately as continuo instruments in
in performances of J.S. Bach’s sacred vocal-instrumental works, became practical. He
suggested the alternative use of two keyboard instruments according to the texture of the
10

Max Seiffert, “Praktische Bearbeitungen Bachscher Kompositionen” Bach-Jahrbuch 1
(1904): 51-81.
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music itself; the harpsichord in recitative, aria, and sinfornia movements; the organ in
chorale and chorus movements. Seiffert states that:
So far as the performance materials to the Bach cantatas have been preserved,
there are, in addition to the required continuo parts for the bass instruments,
regularly a continuo part pro Organo and one pro Cembalo . . Organ and
harpsichord are then the two keyboard instruments without which one cannot
perform a Bach’s Cantata.11
It is clear, then, that Seiffert concluded that using both instruments is the
appropriate approach for performing Bach’s cantatas. He suggested alternating the two
instruments based on the texture of the music itself: the harpsichord is played in
recitative, aria, and sinfonia movements, and the organ in chorale and chorus movements.
In other words, he recommends the use of organ in movements including larger vocal
forces, such as chorale and chorus movements. This practice obviously derives from
statements of J.S. Bach’s son and early Classical era music theorist C.P.E. Bach (17141788), who writes in Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments:
The organ is indispensable in church music with its fugues, large choruses, and
overall sustained style. It promotes splendor and preserves order. However, as
soon as recitative and aria occurs in church music, especially those in which the
inner parts grant the voice all freedom to engage in soloistic variations with a
simple accompaniment, a harpsichord must be used.12
C.P.E. Bach’s statements are cited many times and by many subsequent authors. Many
scholars have questioned, however, how modern performers should interpret these
statements. As Karl Hochreither states in 1983:
This example demonstrates how carefully one should handle primary sources.
When C.P.E Bach published these statements in 1762, compositional style and
11

Max Seiffert, “Praktische Bearbeitungen Bachscher Kompositionen” Bach-Jahrbuch 1
(1904), 64.
12
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and William J. Mitchell, Essay on the True Art of Playing
Keyboard Instruments (New York: W.W. Norton, 1949), vol.2, 1-2.
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performance practice had changed considerably since J.S. Bach’s time; he is
obviously referring to “galant-empfindsame” music of the “modern” trend. In
any case, one can never speak of Johann Sebastian’s church works as having a
“simple accompaniment allowing the voice much freedom for variation.”13
Max Schneider (1875-1967), the second editor of Bach Jahrbuch, after his
careful reexamination of his contemporaries’ articles and documents, confirmed the use
of dual accompaniment: using both instruments. His ideas are summarized by Dreyfus in
his book published 1987 as follows:
1. Bach directed his ensemble as its first violinist and took over difficult
accompaniments at the harpsichord on occasion.
2. His pupils regularly realized the continuo part on the organ and the
harpsichord.
3. The use of the organ and harpsichord in church is a fact; no scheme exists for
a division of labor between the two instruments. The old preponderance of
the organ is proved by the surviving manuscript parts, whereas the
harpsichord plays a substantially greater role than has hitherto been
recognized.14
Charles Stanford Terry (1864-1936) differed on these issues in his book, Bach’s
Orchestra, published in 1932, rejecting the dual keyboard continuo concept. Through
careful existing manuscript study, he identified several existing harpsichord parts. For
the most part, however, he advocates the “organ prominent” concept. Terry explained the
the existence of harpsichord or Cammer-Ton15 continuo part as used for some extraordinary situations, such as during times when the organ is undergoing repair.
In 1936, Arnold Schering (1877-1944) was critical of Max Seiffert’s theory of
13

Karl Hochreither and Melvin P. Unger, Performance Practice of the Instrumental-Vocal
Works of Johann Sebastian Bach (Lanham, Md: Scarecrow Press, 2002), 8-9.
14
Laurence Dreyfus, Bach's Continuo Group: Players and Practices in His Vocal Works
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987), 18.
15
The pitch at which chamber music was performed in Germany in the Baroque period
around a’=410-425. Bach’s organs and choirs at Leipzig and Weimar used “Chor-Ton” which is
about a’=480. The difference between these pitches is about minor 3rd in the modern pitch
system.
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alternating the use of organ and harpsichord. Schering argued that Bach’s practice
followed the German church tradition in which the harpsichord played a late and only
peripheral role. Schering’s idea has been one of the most influential on performance of
Bach’s music. Schering contends that Bach always preferred the organ as the figured
continuo instrument for his church works. He used the harpsichord only when the organ
was not available for some reason. Karl Hochreither translated Schering’s statement in
Bachs Leipziger Kirchenmusik as follows:
Bach’s most ardent wish was that his works always be accompanied by the
“sacred” organ, not by the “secular” harpsichord. If efforts thirty years ago today
sought to legitimize the harpsichord in the performance practice of Bach’s church
works, then it will now be necessary to throw it out again, not because of the
influence by the “Italian manner” to which we have become indifferent
nowadays, but because we now know that its sound was never part of Bach’s
aural concept of church music.16
Schering’s opinion is that organ is used for the church, harpsichord for chamber and
secular music. Schering, however, may go too far with his declaration that harpsichord
should never be a part of Bach’s church or sacred music. Since the harpsichord was used
as a continuo instrument alongside the double bass for the Bach’s motets performed
funerals or some special occasions at the church. In chamber music and orchestral music,
the harpsichord was included and there is no real stylistic difference between the sacred
and secular works. I believe that it was not the harpsichord, as such, that was secular.

With existing evidence of the Cammer-Ton part and harpsichord in churches in
Leipzig, Schering added a new issue to the decision: the use of a small, portative organ to

16

Karl Hochreither, 9.
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play the figured Cammer-Ton parts. Regarding this Cammer-Ton part, Schering argues
that, in case the main organ is not available for any reason, Bach would likely have used
one of the portable organs from the St. Thomas Church as a substitute. According to him
him this explains why Cammer-Ton figured parts exist.
In 1987, Laurence Dreyfus questioned the existing scholarship in his book,
Bach’s Continuo Group: Players and Practices in His Vocal Works. He reexamined the
surviving manuscripts of both Cammer-Ton and Chor-Ton17 parts. Since organs were
built at the higher Chor-Ton pitch, surviving Cammer-Ton figured continuo parts should
be played on an instrument other than the organ, such as the harpsichord. He argued that
that Bach’s practice was one in which the two instruments could be played
simultaneously. Through his careful and extensive study he concludes dual
accompaniment, the simultaneous engagement of organ and harpsichord function,
throughout each piece. In addition to the historical reason, he proposes a practical
reason:
Since the organist played with his back to the orchestra, the harpsichordist, sitting
in full view of the whole ensemble, was in a far better position to guarantee its
orderly cohesion. Moreover [because of] its sharp attack, the harpsichord could
maintain a reliable link between the organist and the continuo basses as well as
ensure communication between the instrumentalists and singers . . . The
harpsichord was used intermittently during Bach’s tenure at Leipzig for a variety
of practical, circumstantial, and aesthetic reasons.18
This could explain the existence of so many Cammer-Ton parts and also answers
questions about the tacet indications in the organ parts.

17

Pitch for Bach’s organs and choirs at Leipzig and Weimar, a’=480. Chor-Ton is about
minor 3 higher than Cammer-Ton in modern pitch system.
18
Dreyfus, 12.
rd
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Before using the harpsichord in performances, the performer should consider the
sound and function of the instrument. What kind of harpsichord sound quality is best
suited for Bach’s sacred music? What was the sound Bach would have preferred from his
own harpsichord? This is not a rhetorical or unanswerable question, for we can ascertain
Bach's taste in harpsichord sound with some accuracy. Harpsichords built today as
replicas of Baroque instruments normally copy the lighter French and Flemish designs.
German harpsichords of the baroque period were much heavier and more solid, giving a
deeper, richer, rounder tone. Another issue is the manner in which Bach would have
wanted the harpsichord to be played and function. Did Bach, as director, use the
harpsichord in order to keep the choir and orchestra together in the loft by playing a fully
realized basso continuo on the harpsichord? Even so, could the congregation hear it? It
was so soft-sounding an instrument as to be barely audible in the nave. Following a
century of debate, this issue remains unclear.
Understanding the strong connection in the Lutheran tradition between the organ
and the chorale, the connection between the organ and the accompaniment of sacred
music is part of the explanation that is never in any doubt. Current scholarship suggests
use of dual accompaniment throughout the cantatas for figured continuo part. However,
conductors with the benefit of historically informed scholarship, should make educated
decisions considering the “4 TAV System: Six Parameters,” mentioned in the previous
chapter, to represent most closely the intention of the composer.
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B. Sustaining Continuo Instruments
Sustaining continuo instruments are also referred to as unfigured or melodic
continuo instruments. These instruments play a single bass line simultaneously with the
instruments that provide harmony. In the early stage of continuo practice in the Baroque
era, many treatises discuss the figured instruments that improvised and provided
harmony. These treatises, however, usually make no mention of un-figured or sustaining
continuo instruments, especially for smaller compositions. Performers used sustaining
continuo instruments primarily to enforce the bass line. Early Baroque German
composer and theorist, Michael Praetorius (1571-1621), suggests the use of bass
instruments to enforce the bass line, writing in Syntagma Musicum, vol. III, published in
1614:

. . . it is very good, even necessary to have this through-bass also played on a
bass instrument, such as bassoon, dulcian or trombone, or best of all, a bass viol .
viol . . . This helps to set off and strengthen the foundation admirably.19
Even though basso continuo practice differed from country to country, modern

scholarship strongly suggests that the violoncello was the preferred un-figured continuo
instrument for Baroque music throughout Europe, although other bass instruments, such
as the bass viol, double bass, and bassoon, also were used. Johann Joachim Quantz
(1697-1733) argued for the use of the violoncello for the continuo part in On Playing the
Flute:
Because the violoncello has the sharpest tone of all the basses and can project its
part most distinctly, its player is in an advantageous position to help the other
parts express light and shadow, and give energy to the piece as a whole. It is
primarily up to him to maintain the correct tempo and liveliness of the piece, to
express piano and forte at the proper time.20
19

Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum, Vol. 3, 126.
Johann Joachim Quantz and Edward R. Reilly, On Playing the Flute (New York: Free
Press, 1966), 244.
20
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There is less controversy about choosing sustaining continuo instruments than there is
about choosing figured instruments. There are, however, very few specific indications of
the exact combinations of sustain continuo instruments used by Bach himself, and thus it
remains a point of contention. Contemporary scholars agree that, in addition to cello,
Bach used bassoon and violone in his church music.
As already mentioned, musicians who lived in Bach’s time knew the concept and
style, even when it was not indicated in the score. Furthermore, Bach’s cantatas were
composed for performance under the direction of Bach himself, so it was not necessary
for him to write all instructions or indications on the performing materials. According to
the existing manuscript sources, as a rule Bach had all movements copied into all
continuo parts. This raises some controversial questions: all sustaining instruments play
throughout the piece? Or, if some do not play in certain movements, what determines
when they sound and when they do not?
The scholars conclude that violoncello, contrabass, and bassoon were used to
play the unfigured continuo parts. In recent years, it has become conventional that
violoncello is used throughout for the continuo part unless “tacet” is specifically
indicated. It is more complicated to specify when to use contrabass and(or) bassoon.
Many conductors and scholars agree that contrabass and bassoon are appropriate in
Bach’s cantatas. When and where is not as clear. According to Karl Hochreiter, the
contrabass, modern counterpart of the violone Bach’s time, normally should be used in
the continuo group throughout the cantatas, including solo and recitative movements.
Adding contrabass to the continuo group during solo and recitative movements would
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create some balance issues. Karl Hochreither, in his book Performance Practice of the
Instrumental-Vocal Music of J.S. Bach, claims that:
It was broadly taught - I myself was taught this by Kurt Thomas (Cantor of St.
Thomas’s Church from 1957-1960) - that the violone should be added in secco
recitatives, continuo arias, or in arias with single obbligato instruments only if
the singer being accompanied was a bass.21
For the bassoon, most conductors add it in movements with woodwind parts,
such as oboe or flute. This approach would provide better sound quality in terms of
timber and color of ensemble.
During my study with Helmuth Rilling in 2004 at the Bach Festival in Toronto, I
learned the basis and process to make decisions regarding continuo instrument by one of
the most recognized contemporary Bach specialists. Rilling is one of only a few
conductors who have recorded all of Bach’s cantatas, and has made a life-long study of
Bach’s works. In the rehearsal for a bass aria from Ach wie füchtig, ach wie nichtig,
BWV 26 from which, contrary to current convention, he removed violoncello from the
continuo line while the contra bass and bassoon played. He explained this decision
making procedure in four steps as follow:
1) Since oboe plays the obbligato line, the bassoon is a good choice for the
continuo.
2) Violone (Contrabass) is almost always Bach’s preferred instrument for the
continuo, especially later in his life.
3) If a conductor uses three sustaining continuo instruments in a relatively thintextured movement, the sound of the continuo part becomes too thick. He
21

Karl Hochreither, 11.
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removed the violoncello instead of the contrabass, because the violoncello
and bassoon play in the same range as the bass soloist, while the contrabass
plays an octave lower.
4) Finally, in case the texture still is too thick, he would ask the contrabass to
play pizzicato.

In closing, it is important to state clearly that the basso continuo should be
adjusted to the demands of the texture of the music and the size of the ensemble. It
should effectively provide the foundation without dominating. As modern conductors,
with the benefit of historically informed scholarship, we can make educated decisions
performance by performance, cantata by cantata, movement by movement, or even within
a movement by relying on the “4 TAV: 6 Parameters” that provide means by which the
continuo group may be delineated the best represent Bach’s intension.
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CHAPTER III.
PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS AND CONTINUO SUGGESTIONS FOR
SELECTED CANTATAS
For this study I chose six cantatas in two different categories for examination and
demonstration. (see Table 2) The first category contains three cantatas composed before
1723, prior to Bach’s Leipzig years. He either performed these three cantatas again or
reworked them after moving to Leipzig. This category includes: Christ lag in
Todesbanden, BWV 4; Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis, BWV 21; and Erschallet, ihr Lieder,
BWV 172. The second category includes three cantatas composed during the Leipzig
period, where he worked as cantor from 1723. These cantatas contain movements in a
variety of styles, including secco and accompagnato recitatives, arias with obbligato
instruments, and chorale movements. This category includes: Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht
mit deinem Knecht, BWV 105; Halt im Gedächtnis Jesum Christ, BWV 67; and Wachet
auf, ruft uns die Stimme, BWV 140.
This chapter will provide considerations and suggestions for choices and
combinations of continuo instruments in selected movements which represent the various
types of movements found in Bach’s cantatas: recitative, solo and soli aria, chorale, and
chorus movements.
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BWV

Year

Year

Performance(s)

Number

Composed

Revised

Location22

4

1707

1724

Mülhausen
Leipzig

21

1713

1720
1723

172

1714

105

BG

NBA

Volume 1
Page 97

Series 1,
Volume 9,
Page 3

Weimar
Hamburg
Leipzig

Volume 5/1
Page 1

Series 1,
Volume 16
Page 111

1724
1731

Weimar
Leipzig

Volume 35
Page 37

Series 1
Volume 13
Page 3

1723

N/A

Leipzig

Volume 23
Page 119

Series 1
Volume 19
Page 3

67

1724

N/A

Leipzig

Volume 16
Page 217

Series 1
Volume 11/1
Page 3

140

1731

N/A

Leipzig

Volume 28
Page 151

Series 1
Volume 27
Page 152

Table 2, Chronological Order of Selected Cantatas

22

Performance(s) under Bach’s direction
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A. Recitative Movements
The first excerpt is from Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit deinem Knecht, BWV
105. It is a secco recitative movement. Typically secco recitatives are scored for singer
with figured bass. (see Figure 3) Keyboard continuo instruments which to choose from
include organ alone, harpsichord alone, or both. In this case, considering “Parameter 3
(Texture),” the texture is relatively simple, many performers use only one keyboard
instrument, either organ or harpsichord. For the sustaining continuo instrument part, the
cello is the current convention, either with or without contrabass. The function of
continuo in recitative is to punctuate and support the singer, providing necessary pitch
and harmonies. I chose two different combinations to demonstrate at the lecture-recital:

1. harpsichord and cello
2. organ, cello and contrabass: Suggested Combination. (see Table 3)
Like many conductors, I often prefer a harpsichord and cello combination for this secco
recitative movement; the combination offers greater control over volume balance and
simplifies simultaneous attack. For my performance, however, I chose organ, cello, and
contrabass. Considering “Parameter 1 (Text)” this combination produces a sound that
supports the text, which speaks of confessing sins, calling for a serious, deep, and dark
color. The decision was based more on the meaning of the text than on the texture or
style of the movement.
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Figure 3, Secco Recitative Excerpt from BWV. 105, Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit
deinem Knecht, no. 2, Mein Gott, Verwift mich nicht, mm. 1-10
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TYPE OF

Secco Recitative

MOVEMENT
TITLE

BWV 105, Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit deinem Knecht,
no. 2, Mein Gott, Verwift mich nicht

PARAMETERS

Parameter 1 (Text),

USED

Parameter 3 (Texture)

Figured
Continuo Instruments

Sustaining
Continuo
Instruments
Violoncello Contrabass

Note

Organ

Harpsichord

Bassoon

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Suggested

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Possible

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Possible

Table 3, Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Secco Recitative Movement

Text Translation: BWV 105, No.2, Alto Recitative
My God, do not reject me,
as I bow in humility before you.
From your face,
I understand how great is your wrath and my crime,
I know that you are at the same time
a prompt witness and a just judge.
I freely confess to you and do not out myself in danger
By denying or concealing my soul’s failings.

The next example is an accompagnato recitative movement from the same
cantata. It is scored for two violins, viola, and continuo. (see Figure 4) The music and
text have a totally different quality than the secco recitative in the same cantata. The text
text speaks of Jesus’ role in winning redemption for humankind. Bach gives the singer a
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bright and joyous melody line, accompanied by strings.
Considering “Parameter 1 (Text)” and “Parameter 3 (Texture),” I found that
using harpsichord in this movement, instead of organ, to provide a brighter color, portray
the text, and provide and a vibrant, pleasant sound. Since the harpsichord has a thinner
sound quality compared to organ, I used contrabass as the sustaining continuo instrument
in addition to cello, considering “Parameter 2 (Timber)” and “Parameter 3 (Texture).”
However using cello and contrabass in recitative movement would be too thick in terms
of sound texture, I suggest that the contrabass played pizzicato. (see Table 4)

TYPE OF

Accompagnato Recitative

MOVEMENT
TITLE

BWV. 105, Herr, gehe nicht ins Gericht mit deinem Knecht,
no.4, Wohl aber dem der seinen Bürgen

PARAMETERS

Parameter 1 (Text),

USED

Parameter 2 (Timber)
Parameter 3 (Texture)

Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Organ
Harpsichord

Sustaining
Continuo
Instruments
Violoncello Contrabass

Note

Bassoon

No

Yes

Yes

Yes (pizz.)

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes (pizz.)

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Suggested

Possible

Table 4, Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Accompagnato Recitative Movement
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Figure 4, Accompagnato Recitative Excerpt from BWV 105, Herr, gehe nicht ins
Gericht mit deinem Knecht, no.4, Wohl aber dem der seinen Bürgen, mm.1-6
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Text Translation: BWV 105, no.4, Bass Recitative
Blessed is the one who knows his savior,
Who banishes all guilt;
So is condemnation overthrown,
When Jesus bathes it in his blood.
He himself attaches it to the cross,
He himself will vouch for you to the Father,
Will present to him your goods, body and life
When your dying hour comes.
Even though your body goes to the grave,
and is covered with sand and dust,
Your Saviour opens to you an eternal home.
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B. Solo and Soli Movements
The duet movement from Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme, BWV 140, is scored
for soprano and bass soli, obbligato oboe, and continuo. It is a “love duet” between Jesus
and the soul. (see Figure 5) The quality of this music is very joyful and bright. As noted,
scholars have suggested the use of bassoon for movements with obbligato oboe, in order
to unify the tone quality from the top to the bottom registers. Using “Parameter 6
(Voicing)” and “Parameter 3 (Texture),” I chose organ for this music. Every part,
including oboe and singers, contain light and active rhythms. It is necessary, therefore, to
provide a sound with more sustained quality and solid foundation in the continuo,
otherwise the movement will seem be too sparse. At the recital, I examined three
different continuo combinations:
1. cello and harpsichord
2. cello and organ
3. bassoon, contrabass (pizz.) and organ; Suggested Combination. (see Table 5)
I then suggested the last combination for this particular movement using “Parameter 2
(Timber)”, “Parameter 3 (Texture)”, and “Parameter 6 (Voicing).”
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Figure 5. Soli (Duet) Aria Excerpt from BWV 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme,
no.6 Mein Freund ist mein, mm.10-18
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TYPE OF MOVEMENT

Soli or Solo Aria

TITLE

BWV 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme,
no.6 Mein Freund ist mein

PARAMETERS

Parameter 2 (Timber)

USED

Parameter 3 (Texture)
Parameter 6 (Voicing)

Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Organ
Harpsichord

Note

Violoncello

Un-Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Contrabass

Bassoon

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Suggested

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Possible

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Possible

Table 5. Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Soli (Duet) Aria Movement
The next excerpt comes from a bass aria and a soprano, alto, and tenor trio in
Halt im Gedächtnis Jesum Christ, BWV 67. This movement is a conversation between
Jesus and his disciples after the resurrection. Jesus, a bass, sings “peace be with you.”
Text Translation: BWV 67, no.6, Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass Aria
Peace be with you! (Jesus),
Happy us! Jesus helps us fight (Disciples)
and dampens the rage the enemy,
Hell, Satan, back!
Peace be with you!
Jesus bring us to peace
and refreshes in us weary ones
spirit and body together.
Peace be with you!
O Lord, help and let it be accomplished,
through death to be brought
to Your glorious kingdom!
Peace be with you!
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When the disciples respond, Bach paints their excitement with strings, while
woodwind instruments represent Jesus’ character. (see Figure 7) Textural and rhythmic
shifts occur that correspond to the text, which symbolizes the disciples’ joy and
excitement at hearing Jesus say “peace be with you.” The music suddenly changes when
Jesus sings with woodwind accompaniment. (see Figure 6 and Figure 7) The conductor
might consider changing the continuo combination to correspond with changes in the
drama, the instrumental forces and the texture. Thus, using “Parameter 1 (Text),”
“Parameter 2 (Timber),” “Parameter 3 (Texture)” and “Parameter 6 (Voicing),” I chose
two different continuo combinations in one movement, corresponding to the shift
between Jesus’ and the disciples’ music: cello, contrabass, organ and harpsichord for the
disciples; bassoon, contrabass, and organ for Jesus. Suggested combinations and
switching for the movement are:
1. bassoon, contrabass, and organ: Jesus’ section
2. cello, contrabass, organ: Disciples’ section. (see Table 6)
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TYPE OF

Soli (Quartet) Aria

MOVEMENT
TITLE

BWV 67, Halt im Gedächtinis Jesum Christ,
no.6, Friede sei mit euch

PARAMETERS

Parameter 1 (Text)

USED

Parameter 2 (Timber)
Parameter 3 (Texture)
Parameter 6 (Voicing)

Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Organ
Harpsichord
Yes

No

Un-Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Violoncello Contrabass
No

Yes

Note

Bassoon
Yes

Suggested (Jesus
Section)
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Possible
(Jesus Section)
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Suggested
(Disciples
Section)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Possible
(Disciples
Section)
Table 6, Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Soli (Quartet) Aria Movement
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Figure 6, Soli (Quartet) Aria Excerpt from BWV 67, Halt im Gedächtinis Jesum
Christ, no.6, Friede sei mit euch, mm.35-36
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Figure7, Soli (Quartet) Aria Excerpt, BWV 67, Halt im Gedächtinis Jesum Christ,
no.6, Friede sei mit euch, mm.37-41
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C. Chorus Movements
The opening chorus movement from Christ lag in Todesbanden, BWV 4, is scored
for two violins, two violas, and continuo. Since the harpsichord can produce a sharp
attack, the harpsichord can help singers and players stay together through the cantata’s
complicated rhythmic structure. (see Figure 8) This decision is guided by many factors
such as the desired sound quality, the skill level of performers and the acoustical qualities
of the performance venue. A harpsichord may or may not be heard by the audience, but
the articulation is helpful for singers and players on the stage. Using “Parameter 3
(Texture),” I added harpsichord for the performance because the harpsichord’s crisper
attack helped keep rhythmic unity among the conductor, singers, and instrumental
players. However applying “Parameter 1 (Text),” the harpsichord’s sound quality is too
light and tinny, and lacks sufficient depth, for the text. Therefore, using “Parameter 3
(Texture),” I chose to add organ to the harpsichord to make the continuo group’s overall
tone quality richer, more resonant, and better defined. Since organ has a deep, round tone
quality overall, I excluded contrabass. If an organ is not available, using Parameter 5
(Availability),” contrabass might be used to complete the continuo group. For keyboard
instruments at the performance, I presented three different combinations organ only,
harpsichord only, and organ with harpsichord, then suggested a combination of organ,
harpsichord, and violoncello. Possible and suggested combinations for the movement are:
1. cello and harpsichord
2. cello and organ
3. cello, harpsichord and organ; Suggested Combination. (see Table 7)
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TYPE OF

Chorus Movement

MOVEMENT
TITLE

BWV 4, Christ lag in Todes in Tades,
no.2, Christ lag in Todes in Tades

PARAMETERS

Parameter 1 (Text)

USED

Parameter 3 (Texture)
Parameter 5 (Availability)

Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Organ
Harpsichord

Sustaining
Continuo
Instruments
Violoncello Contrabass

Note

Bassoon

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Suggested

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Possible

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Possible

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Possible

Table 7, Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Chorus Movement
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Figure 8, Chorus Movement Excerpt from BWV 140, Christ lag in Todes in Tades,
no.2, Christ lag in Todes in Tades, mm.1-6
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D. Chorale Movements
The convention for chorale movements is that tutti performing forces of the
cantata play. Instruments typically play colla parte, which means that they double the
choir. (see Table 8) Performers, however, must be sensitive to exceptions to this
convention. The chorale movement Von Gott kommt mir ein Freudenschein in Erschallet,
ihr Lieder, BWV 172, for example, has a very rare independent violin obbligato line. (see
Figure 9) For this movement I used the strings only, to magnify the violin obbligato. The
Parameters used for this decision are “Parameter 2 (Timber),” “Parameter 6 (Voicing)”
and “Parameter 4 (Taste).” Possible and suggested combinations for the movement are:

1. cello and organ; no woodwinds or harpsichord: Suggested Combination
2. All instruments playing in the cantata; string, woodwinds, brass instruments,
organ, and harpsichord. (see Table 9)
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TYPE OF

Chorale Movement (typical)

MOVEMENT
TITLE

BWV 140, Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme,
no.7, Gloria sei dir gesungen

Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Organ
Harpsichord
Yes

Yes

Sustaining
Continuo
Instruments
Violoncello Contrabass
Yes

Yes

Note

Bassoon
Yes

Suggested
TUTTI

Table 8, Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Typical Chorale Movement

TYPE OF

Chorale movement (with Violin obbligato)

MOVEMENT
TITLE

BWV 172, Erschallet, ihr Lieder,
no.6, Von Gott kommt mir ein Freudenschein

PARAMETERS

Parameter 2 (Timber)

USED

Parameter 4 (Taste)
Parameter 6 (Voicing)

Figured
Continuo
Instruments
Organ
Harpsichord

Sustaining
Continuo
Instruments
Violoncello Contrabass

Note

Bassoon

No

No

Yes

No

No

Suggested

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Possible

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Possible

Table 9, Continuo Possibilities and Suggestions for Chorale Movement with Violin
Obbligato
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Figure 9, Chorale Movement with Violin Obbligato Excerpt from BWV 172,
Erschallet, ihr Lieder, no.6, Von Gott kommt mir ein Freudenschein, mm.1-3
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CONCLUSION
A conductor faces crucial decisions when rehearsing and performing Bach’s
cantatas. Among them, decisions regarding the basso continuo group are primary. This
issue has been debated for almost two centuries and is still remains controversial for
many scholars and conductors. The controversy exists for two major reasons. First, very
little of Bach’s music was published during his lifetime and his entire body of work was
almost forgotten for a century after his death. Second, performance traditions did not
transfer directly to our generation from Bach’s time. In other words, musicians who lived
in Bach’s time knew the traditions and style, even though many of indications were not
found in the score. Furthermore, Bach’s cantatas were composed for performance under
his direction at one of four Leipzig churches, so it was not necessary to specify all
instruments. However, these poorly marked materials are the best contemporary
conductors have from which to perform.
As pointed out in previous chapters, current scholarship suggests many ways to
combine continuo instruments. Performers may now inform their decisions by referring
to the “4 TAV System: Six Parameters” on page eighteen to combine continuo
instruments. The decisions may be different from performance to performance. However
using these six parameters will provide clarity to the intention of Bach in his cantatas.

In conclusion, the basso continuo group should be determined and adjusted for
the demand of particular cantatas by using “4 TAV System: Six Parameters.” The
performance should be well balanced, with no one part, including the continuo,
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dominating. Through logical application of the “4 TAV System: 6 Parameters” modern
performers may ascertain that their concepts are consistent and represent Bach’s own
intensions in his cantatas.
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APPENDIX: LECTURE RECITAL PROGRAM
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APPENDIX: LECTURE RECITAL PROGRAM, continued
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